This is the general guideline for submissions to the ABA Health Law Section’s online e-zine, The ABA Health eSource. The goal of the Section is to provide high quality, topical articles for lawyers practicing in health law. These guidelines are informational only and are not binding. All submissions will be given equal consideration based on quality and content. Submitting an article does not guarantee that it will be published.

**Subject Matter:** Articles need to be original, not previously published work covering topics in health law that have broad appeal to the majority of membership. Examples would include articles that analyze current trends, legislation or regulations, or that explain or analyze a subject area.

Articles may take a position on a legal or other issue but only if the opposing view(s) is also presented fully, objectively and fairly. No pure opinion/editorial or ‘advertorial’ articles will be considered for publication.

**Length, Format and Style:** Articles typically are 4–8 pages, double-spaced on 8 ½ X 11” paper, 1” margins all around. Slightly longer articles may be selected. The preference is that citations and URLs be provided as endnotes, not in the body of the article. The endnotes should use Arabic numerals. Pages should be numbered. Articles should be in third person.

**Citations:** While the ABA Health eSource does not require extensive references, articles should include citation to authority to the extent generally required in briefs and memoranda. A consistent citation format should be used, and specific page references are required.

**Biography:** Author(s) should include a short (2-5 sentences) biography, including area of practice, recent accomplishments, affiliation and contact information, including e-mail. Author(s) should also send an electronic photograph.

**Articles by Students:** Articles by law students are acceptable for The ABA Health eSource and will be considered.

**Copyright Agreements:** Each author of an article accepted for publication must sign an ABA-approved Copyright Agreement. Questions about Copyright Agreements should be addressed to Jason Billups, ABA Health Law Section, at 312/988-5532 or at jason.billups@americanbar.org.

**Electronic Submissions:** Articles should be submitted in Microsoft Word® via e-mail to:

Marla Durben Hirsch, Esq.
Editor
*The Health Lawyer*
*The ABA Health eSource*
mdhirsch@comcast.net
301 299 6155